
Math 1100 Review Topics: Exam #3

General comments:

Remember the decimal rule: no decimals in the question means no decimals are allowed in your
answer!

Don’t forget your equal signs, they end your mathematical sentences. Also, do not put equal

signs where they do not belong, especially between two things which are not equal.

Just because you get to use a calculator does not mean you can just write down the answer.
You will not receive credit for steps you skip or do in your head. Use the examples from class
as a guide for how much work I expect.

Section 4.2: Exponential Functions

1. know what the graph of an exponential function looks like with the base a > 1 or 0 < a < 1

2. are exponential functions one to one?

3. to solve equations here, we need to have the same base

4. be able to sketch graphs of exponential functions, I’ll be checking for intercepts and asymptotes

5. finding the equation of an exponential equation with given conditions (HA, intercepts, etc.)

6. be able to solve problems using the compound interest formula

7. and other word problems

Section 4.3: The Natural Exponential Function

1. we saw in class how
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is really close to e if n is very large

2. continuously compounded interest formula

3. law of growth/decay formula looks very similar to the Pe
rt formula

4. which r’s mean growth, and which mean decay?

5. finding zeros of equations with e
x in them

6. a lot of times you are not given the initial amount, why?

7. word problems, of course



Section 4.4: Logarithmic Functions

1. how are a
x and log

a
x related?

2. be able to go back and forth between logarithmic and exponential form

3. finding values of logs without a calculator

4. properties of logs on page 285

5. are log functions one to one?

6. solving logarithmic equations, make sure to check answers really work

7. sketching, shifting, stretching graphs of log functions

8. common logs and natural logs, what are their bases?

9. finding doubling time for bacteria, or half-life of radioactive isotopes, and similar word problems

Section 4.5: Properties of Logarithms

1. be able to use the three laws of logs to combine or separate logs

2. all three laws are also true for common logs and natural logs as well, but you need the same base

3. remember the formulas which are not true that we talked about in class

4. solving logarithmic equations (check answers!)

5. using laws of logs to sketch more complicated log functions

Section 4.6: Exponential and Logarithmic Functions

1. you have a formula to change bases so you can use your calculator to compute logarithms

2. what bases can your calculator do?

3. solving exponential equations with different bases

4. solving more complicated logarithmic and exponential equations

5. solving logarithmic equations without a calculator, problems 29–36

6. usually we want an exact, and then a decimal answer

7. word problems!



Section 5.1: Angles

1. concepts: standard position, coterminal angles, acute, obtuse, complementary, supplementary angles

2. be able to convert back and forth between radians and degrees

3. we won’t bother with degrees, minutes, and seconds

4. formula for arc length and the area of a sector – what units must we use?

5. angular versus linear speed, think about the wheels on your car

6. word problems

Section 5.2: Trigonometric Functions of Angles

1. finding the six trig functions using ratios of sides of a right triangle

2. remember SOH–CAH–TOA

3. you only need to know three to get the other three, which pair with which?

4. be able to work with the angles found in the 30◦-60◦-90◦ and 45◦-45◦-90◦ triangles

5. know the Pythagorean identities (the first one for now) and the tangent identity

6. be able to express one trig function in terms of another

7. verifying identities by transforming one side into another

8. finding the six trig functions using a point on the terminal side of the angle

9. know which trig functions are positive in which quadrants, remember All Students Take Calculus

10. word problems!


